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Technocell Dekor launches five new trend colours 

Technocell Dekor is adding five new colours to its LEVEL 25 trend colour collection. 

From soft green to modern grey - the new décor paper trend colours 2021/2022 create 

a feeling of harmony. With this collection update, the décor paper manufacturer shows 

where the colour trends in interior design lie. In addition, the décor specialist offers its 

customers and interested parties a new service with the Colourkolleg Workshop.  

Five new décor paper colours now complement Technocell Dekor's LEVEL 25 trend colour 

collection. The trend colours have the melodious names Aurora Green, Modern Grey, Sunrise 

Blue, Light Fawn or Desert Rose and are available immediately.  

"No matter where we spend our days and no matter what our mood, our lives are shaped by 

colour," says Stephan Igel, Chief Sales Officer (EMEA) of the Felix Schoeller Group. "Each of 

our five new colours brings more depth and character to its environment," Stephan Igel adds 

to the décor paper manufacturer's trend update. 

The new décors can be viewed and ordered as samples at https://dekor.felix-

schoeller.com/level-25, just like all other LEVEL 25 trend colours.  If the décor you are looking 

for is not in the range, the experienced Technocell décor colour experts will be happy to fulfil 

any colour request you may have. 

Colourkolleg Workshop 

The new workshop will introduce the world of intense coloured décor papers to customers and 

interested parties. A strong focus is placed on the exchange of knowledge regarding current 

colour trends in interior design. Participants will gain exciting insights into the trend scouting 

process and the creation of the LEVEL 25 collection. 

Interested parties can register at www.technocell-dekor.com. The workshop is offered digitally 

or as a face-to-face event. 
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Caption 1: Immerse yourself in nature with the new LEVEL 25 trend colours. 
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Caption 2: Sunrise Blue 
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Caption 3: Desert Rose 
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